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Day Care 

Author: Alan Goodchild 

 

The water is always greener in Lodge Pond when the sun shines. It 

resembles a weak pea soup if you look further out past the muddy 

edges that are worn-down by the fishermen with their myriad of 

equipment. The trees are cut back to allow an unhindered cast of the 

rod, they neatly frame the so-called swims where they sit to fish. 

Today there are three of them, two on the far bank, one on the near. 

Occasionally they stand to study the water, some distance back from 

the edge of course, so the small fish that patrol the shallows aren’t 

startled. No-one bothers them, they are alone with their sport, 

happy in their isolation. 

Andrew sits on the small collapsible chair he carried in his 

rucksack along with the usual ham and mustard sandwich on white 

bread and a small amount of milk in a plastic bottle. He imagines 

reeling in a beauty, bigger than last week’s, a mirror carp perhaps. 

He’s imagined many over the years, on a Wednesday when the day-

care comes, just for a little while, alone. He parks his bicycle in the 

fisherman’s car park, having used his Farnham Angling Society key to 

unlock the gate that he could just ride around in truth. This will be 

his eleventh year of membership, he hasn’t properly fished yet, but 

he is well known in the angling shop in Aldershot and his regular 
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visits have accrued quite a kit, rods, reels, bate boxes, all ready for 

the day when he does have more time, the day when he can afford 

to think just of himself. 

The phone in the side pocket of his fisherman’s jacket buzzes 

against his side. Eleven o’clock, day care will be arriving soon. He 

normally welcomes them and makes a cup of tea before riding down 

to the pond, but not today. They do have a key, so they will let 

themselves in and it will be a shock when they find her, because it 

was a shock for him too. He couldn’t do it anymore you see, he’s 

done it for years, caring, doing, so he stopped, and he closed the 

door, just that, nothing more.  

He closed the door just after day care left last week, she hit him 

again you see, hard, in the face as he bent forward to straighten her 

pillow. She had done so on many occasions, called him names, spat 

at him, cursed and scratched him till he bled.  

It was Andrew’s fifty third birthday, that day. He baked a cake 

and gave some to the day care ladies on mother’s best china tea 

plates. They were very grateful and told him that mother would be 

extremely proud of him, if it weren’t for the illness. It wasn’t her fault 

they said. 

The day care ladies were very sad to find Mollie that way and 

they informed the police that Andrew was the carer but that he too 

had medical issues, and it wouldn’t really have been his fault. They 

cried for him as well as for Mollie.  

At 5.42 am, the night fishermen at Lodge pond struck their tents 

and loaded their kit onto two large pull-trolleys. A dense mist 

shrouded the deeper water silver-grey in the half-light, all was still 

and quiet, save one splash-landing of an early mallard. As they 
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reached the path to the car park, their attention was drawn back to 

the pond and they stopped. The rising sun, pinched through a gap in 

the trees on the far bank, sent a narrow beam of light in their 

direction. The mist was curling at its edges as it neared the surface, 

then it lightly bleached the bank at the legs of a small chair 

positioned at the water’s edge in the middle of the swim. On the 

chair slumped a man and in front of him, moving gently in the 

shallows and sparkling brightly in this eerie spotlight of the early 

morning, was a small mirror carp. It twisted, bobbed and swayed as if 

it was dancing before him, then with a silent flip it turned and slid 

quietly away into the mist. 
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